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Project 3 : Programming of a new algorithm
and implementation in Mefisto

Attention : Dead line 2010 January 4-th

- Choose an algorithm of the below list and program it in Mefisto.
- Report on an html page :
. Describe what is the algorithm ;
. How this algorithm has been programmed ;
. What tests have been done and what results and drawings have been obtained ;
. Give the modified and added source code in a file to be installed in the Mefisto source
code ;
. What are your conclusions about this programming and integration.

This page, with your name as link, will be on the TIMS web server.
Cf. http ://cool.math.ntu.edu.tw/ perronnet/Lessons.html

The list of algorithms :

1) Integration in the module ELASTICER of the 2D BAR and BEAM, described by
Professor Chin-Tien Wu during the 2 first lessons. (Cf. $MEFISTO/elas/elasta.f)

2) The option 16 of surface mesh generations creates a quadrangulation around a
segmented line in the normal direction (Cf. $MEFISTO/mail/suex16.f). The project
consists to add a penta-hexahedrization in the outward normal direction from a
triangulated or quadrangulated surface in the subroutine $MEFISTO/mail/voex16.f

3) Actually, the term of transport
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of the heat transfer problem, is programmed

by a contribution to the element vector and a fix point iteration method. The algorithm
consists to add this term in the element matrix, assemble it in an unsymmetric global
matrix (Cf. $MEFISTO/reso/asabpc.f) and solve the unsymmetric system Ax=b (Cf.
$MEFISTO/reso/crmc3d.f and $MEFISTO/reso/drcr3d.f).
The 2d finite element ( Cf. $MEFISTO/ther/tr2lag.f and ts2lag.f) will be used first.
The other finite elements will be added after the finalization of the previous case.

4) Integration of the 2D triangle heat transfer problem with an Hermite’s interpolation
of polynomials of degree 3. The 3 degrees of freedom at every vertex are the temperature
and its components of the gradient and the 10-th degree of freedom is the temperature
at the barycenter. The mapping F̂ e : ê− > e has polynomials of degree 3 for every
component. The tangents may be present in the mesh file and taken in account.

5) Adaptation of a triangulation 2D from the error estimators obtained in
$MEFISTO/ther/thfler.f On every triangle the values of the error estimation leads to
add middle of edges or the barycenter and triangulate to have these points as vertices
of the new triangulation. The vertices may be displaced to have a better mesh quality.
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